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The MSc in Data Science & Analytics, jointly offered 

by the School of Computer Science and the 

Department of Statistics, provides an education in 

the key principles of this rapidly expanding area. 

The combination of sophisticated computing and 

statistics modules will develop skills in database 

management, programming, summarisation, modelling 

and interpretation of data. The programme provides 

graduates with an opportunity, through development 

of a research project, to investigate the more applied 

elements of the disciplines.

Career Opportunities
A survey of 2018 graduates of the MSc Data Science 

and Analytics indicated that 95% were in employment 

or undertaking further study one year after graduation. 

The positions they held included data scientist/analyst, 

software engineer, statistical modeller in companies 

such as Ericsson, Ervia, Janssen, Mobacar, Xanadu 

Consultancy. There is an increasing demand for 

graduates that can collate, interpret, manage and store 

large volumes of data. Graduates can be employed 

as analysts, database administrators, data warehouse 

consultants, business intelligence consultants to 

name but a few. Employment agencies report typical 

salaries ranging from ¤50,000- ¤85,000 depending on 

industry and experience.

Entry and Eligibility
Candidates must have obtained at least a Second 

Class Honours Grade I degree or equivalent in any 

Computer Science or Mathematical Sciences or relevant 

equivalent area with a strong numerate content 

(e.g. engineering, finance, physics, biosciences or 

economics). Applicants who do not meet the above 

standard entry requirements will also be considered 

if they have an undergraduate degree (at Level 7 or > 

Level 8) and a minimum of 5 years verifiable relevant 

industrial experience. Applicants who do not have a 

primary degree will only be considered with a minimum 

of 10 years verifiable relevant industrial experience. 

Candidates, for whom English is not their primary 

language, should possess an IELTS score of 6.5, with no 

individual section lower than 6.0.

Programme Structure
Part I of the programme comprises 60 credits of 

taught modules. In Part II, a dissertation in Data 

Analytics (30 credits).

What you will study
CS6405 Datamining, CS6421 Deep Learning, ST6030 

Foundations of Statistical Data Analytics, ST6033 

Generalised Linear Modelling Techniques. Students 

who have adequate database experience take: CS6408 

Database Technology. Students who have not studied 

databases take: CS6503 Introduction to Relational 

Databases. Elective Modules (30 credits) Students 

must take at least 10 credits of CS (Computer Science) 

modules and at least 10 credits of ST (Statistics) 

modules from: CS6322 Optimisation, CS6409 

Information Storage and Retrieval, CS6420 Topics in 

Artificial Intelligence, ST6034 Multivariate Methods 

for Data Analysis, ST6035 Operations Research, 

ST6036 Stochastic Decision Science, ST6040 Machine 

Learning and Statistical Analytics I, ST6041 Machine 

Learning and Statistical Analytics II. Students who 

have adequate programming experience take: CS6422 

Complex Systems Development, CS6423 Scalable 

Computing for Data Analytics. Students who have not 

studied programming take: CS6506 Programming 

in Python, CS6507 Programming in Python with 

Data Science Applications, Research Project Module 

CS6500 Dissertation in Data Analytics/ST6090 

Dissertation in Data Analytics. 

FACTS: UCC’s School of Computer Science is 

internationally recognised for its research leadership 

in several areas of Computer Science e.g. Artificial 

Intelligence; Distributed Computing; Foundations 

of Computing; Multimedia; Networking & Systems 

and Secure, Reliable and Scalable Computing. The 

Department of Statistics in the School of Mathematical 

Sciences is the oldest such department in Ireland. The 

Department has a strong research record in Health and 

Biostatistics, Medical Imaging, Risk & Actuarial Science, 

Social Networks and Data-mining.
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